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Winter did not stop this Dean-Chandler crew from
working on this extraordinary roof at St. Bonaven
ture Church on Leslie Street in Toronto. The exist
ing roof was stripped of 180 squares of shingles
and replaced with a new steel shingle roof system.
Due to the steep pitch of the roof, a combination
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The company's accomplishments, however, do not stop at
the Canadian border. Dean-Chandler has completed impres
sive projects at the Grantley Adams International Airport
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We would like to congratulate each and every member of the
Dean-Chandler team. We at Local 30 wish you continued success,
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Beijing, China, and Kigali, Kenya. For Local 30 members,
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working in these exotic locations has been a unique and
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rewarding experience.
No doubt Dean-Chandler's success is also attributable to its
highly motivated management team. One of the company's
owners, Jim Hibben, has worked diligently to maintain a high

Chris Paswisty Sheet Metal Business Representative
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Henry Vertolli, Sheet Metal Business Representative
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profile for his company in the construction industry's roofing
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sector. Recently, Hibben acted as chair for RoofTECH 2009
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in Toronto, the largest exposition and educational forum on
roofing systems and technologies in North America.
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Dean-Chandler employees have installed Sarnafil roofing systems at Maple Leaf Gardens (left), the Sky Dome in Toronto (center), as well as Rogers Centre, Ford
Canada in Oakville, and General Motors in Oshawa.
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